**eBooks**

**Alice's Adventures in Wonderland/Alice in Wonderland**
Carroll, Lewis
AR Quiz No. 52290 EN Fiction
- **IL:** MG - **BL:** 7.4 - **AR Pts:** 5.0
- **AR Quiz Types:** RP, VP
- **Rating:** ★★★★

Alice lives an ordinary life, until the day she finds herself in the wonderful world of mad tea parties and remarkable characters. This text is also published under the title ALICE IN WONDERLAND.

**The Boy Without a Name**
Shah, Idries
AR Quiz No. 68559 EN Fiction
- **IL:** LG - **BL:** 3.2 - **AR Pts:** 0.5
- **AR Quiz Types:** RP
- **Rating:** ★★★★

This is a Sufi teaching tale of a boy without a name who visits a wise man and acquires both a name and a wonderful dream.

**The Christmas Tree Ship**
Winter, Jeanette
AR Quiz No. 120054 EN Fiction
- **IL:** LG - **BL:** 4.4 - **AR Pts:** 0.5
- **AR Quiz Types:** RP
- **Rating:** ★★★★

Each winter Captain Herman fills his fishing schooner with Christmas trees, sails down Lake Michigan, and delivers the trees to the residents of Chicago.

**The Farmer's Wife**
Shah, Idries
AR Quiz No. 68562 EN Fiction
- **IL:** LG - **BL:** 3.4 - **AR Pts:** 0.5
- **AR Quiz Types:** RP
- **Rating:** ★★★★

This is a cumulative tale of a farmer's wife who is trying to retrieve an apple from a hole in the ground.
**Harlem**
Myers, Walter Dean
AR Quiz No. 45869 EN Fiction

- IL: MG - BL: 3.6 - AR Pts: 0.5
- AR Quiz Types: RP
- Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐

Words and pictures convey to readers the spirit of Harlem in its music, art, literature.

**Heidi (Unabridged)**
Spyri, Johanna
AR Quiz No. 509 EN Fiction

- IL: MG - BL: 8.2 - AR Pts: 16.0
- AR Quiz Types: RP, LS, VP
- Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐

Heidi, an orphan, builds a strong bond with her grandmother in the Swiss Alps. When she is sent into town to attend school and be a friend to a wealthy man’s invalid daughter, Heidi becomes homesick for her Grandfather and home in the mountains.

**The Hunterman and the Crocodile**
Diakité, Baba Wagué
AR Quiz No. 27702 EN Fiction

- IL: LG - BL: 4.0 - AR Pts: 0.5
- AR Quiz Types: RP
- Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐

Donso, the West African hunterman, learns the importance of living in harmony with nature and the necessity of placing humans among, not above, all other living things.

**It Takes a Village**
Cowen-Fletcher, Jane
AR Quiz No. 12367 EN Fiction

- IL: LG - BL: 2.5 - AR Pts: 0.5
- AR Quiz Types: RP, VP
- Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐

On market day in a small village in Benin, Yemi tries to watch her little brother Kokou and finds that the entire village is watching out for him, too.

**The Lion Who Saw Himself in the Water**
Shah, Idries
AR Quiz No. 68564 EN Fiction

- IL: LG - BL: 3.6 - AR Pts: 0.5
- AR Quiz Types: RP
- Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐

As he gapes and growls at his ferocious reflection in a pool of water as shiny as a mirror, a terrified lion grows desperately thirsty.
Mama and Papa Have a Store
Carling, Amelia Lau
AR Quiz No. 28019 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 4.1 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★★
A little girl describes what a day is like in her parents' Chinese store in Guatemala City.

The Quiltmaker's Gift
Brumbeau, Jeff
AR Quiz No. 39762 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 4.6 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★★
When a generous quiltmaker finally agrees to make a quilt for a greedy king but only under certain conditions, she causes him to undergo a change of heart.

The Royal Raven
Wilhelm, Hans
AR Quiz No. 83530 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 3.1 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★★
Wishing that his ordinary raven's feathers could be colorful and more exotic, Crawford is thrilled when a magical old woman transforms his black feathers into a magnificent golden plumage, until he attracts the wrong kind of attention.

The Secret Garden (Unabridged)
Burnett, Frances Hodgson
AR Quiz No. 78 EN Fiction
IL: MG - BL: 6.3 - AR Pts: 13.0
AR Quiz Types: RP, LS, VP
Rating: ★★★★★
Mary moves to a huge estate to live with her mysterious uncle, his ailing son, the servants, and a secret garden.

The Shark God
Martin, Rafe
AR Quiz No. 54450 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 3.5 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★★
On a tropical island long ago, two children are sentenced to death by a cruel king. Desperate, the parents dare to do what none have done before, they seek out the great Shark God to ask for his aid.
The Silly Chicken
Shah, Idries
AR Quiz No. 68566 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 4.0 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★☆
This is a Sufi teaching tale of a chicken that has learned to speak as people do and spreads an alarming warning, which causes the townspeople to panic without first considering the messenger.

Stolen Man: The Story of the Amistad Rebellion
Polisar, Barry Louis
AR Quiz No. 115603 EN Nonfiction
IL: MG - BL: 5.3 - AR Pts: 1.0
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★☆
This book presents the story of Sengbe Pieh, a West African man who, in 1839, was imprisoned on the Portuguese slave ship "Tecora" on its way to Cuba, the rebellion aboard ship, and the trial of Sengbe and his fellow captives.

The Pig That Is Not a Pig
Retana, Maria Luisa
AR Quiz No. 54944 EN Nonfiction
IL: LG - BL: 1.9 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★☆
In this book readers will enter the magical world of the javelinas and travel with them through their home in the high desert.

Tyrone and the Swamp Gang
Wilhelm, Hans
AR Quiz No. 168094 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 3.3 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★☆
Almost everyone has joined Tyrone's Swamp gang, and now, Tyrone is after Boland and his friends to join, too.

Tyrone the Double Dirty Rotten Cheater
Wilhelm, Hans
AR Quiz No. 168095 EN Fiction
IL: LG - BL: 2.9 - AR Pts: 0.5
AR Quiz Types: RP
Rating: ★★★★☆
Big, bad Tyrone the dinosaur wins all the games at Swamp Island by cheating, until he foils his own attempt to cheat in the treasure hunt.
When Sophie Gets Angry--Really, Really, Angry
Bang, Molly
AR Quiz No. 29508 EN Fiction
[IL: LG - BL: 1.4 - AR Pts: 0.5]
[AR Quiz Types: RP, RV]
[Rating: ★★★★★]

When Sophie gets really angry, she runs and climbs a tree.

Oz Series In Order: Note: These books are for Middle School students due to some violence.

The Wizard of Oz/The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (Unabridged)
Baum, L. Frank
AR Quiz No. 525 EN Fiction
[IL: MG - BL: 7.0 - AR Pts: 7.0]
[AR Quiz Types: RP, LS]
[Rating: ★★★★★]

Lifted from Kansas to the magical Land of Oz, Dorothy Gale meets a Scarecrow, a Tin Woodman, and a Cowardly Lion, all of whom set off to find the Wizard and defeat the Wicked Witch of the West.

The Marvelous Land of Oz/The Land of Oz
Baum, L. Frank
AR Quiz No. 26654 EN Fiction
[IL: MG - BL: 8.0 - AR Pts: 7.0]
[AR Quiz Types: RP]
[Rating: ★★★★★]

Young Tip runs away from his guardian, the witch Mombi, taking with him Jack Pumpkinhead and the wooden Saw-Horse, and flees to the Emerald City where he learns the incredible secret of his past.

Ozma of Oz
Baum, L. Frank
AR Quiz No. 26655 EN Fiction
[IL: MG - BL: 7.4 - AR Pts: 7.0]
[AR Quiz Types: RP]
[Rating: ★★★★★]

Dorothy and Billina, a talking Yellow Hen, help Princess Ozma rescue the royal family of Ev from the evil King of the Nomes.

Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz
Baum, L. Frank
AR Quiz No. 53952 EN Fiction
[IL: MG - BL: 7.4 - AR Pts: 7.0]
[AR Quiz Types: RP]
[Rating: ★★★★★]

A California earthquake sends Dorothy Gale and her new friends Zeb, Jim, and Eureka through a crack in the ground, and Dorothy is reunited with the Wizard of Oz.
In order to help the lovable, ever-wandering Shaggy Man, Dorothy and Toto must journey through magical and mysterious lands.

When Dorothy and the Wizard take Aunt Em and Uncle Henry on a tour of Oz, they all learn that the Emerald City is about to be attacked. Magic wins the day.

Forced to venture out of the dark forest, Unc Nunkie and Ojo the Unlucky call on the Crooked Magician, who introduces them to his latest creation, a living girl made out of patchwork quilts and cotton stuffing.

Join Tik-Tok, the Shaggy Man, and a host of other friends, both old and new, on an exciting, imaginative journey through the world of Oz.

Meet Trot, a young girl from California, and her peg-legged sailor friend, Cap'n Bill, who find themselves on a perilous and exciting voyage when a whirlpool leaves them stranded in an underwater cave.
Meet Rinkitink, a kindhearted king who is as fat and jolly as old Saint Nick himself, and also meet his talking goat Bilbil.

Princess Ozma is missing and all of the Emerald City's most celebrated citizens join in the search for the lost princess.

Join the Tin Woodman and the Scarecrow as they journey across the fantastic magical Land of Oz in search of the Tin Woodman's long-lost sweetheart.

The mischievous boy Kiki Aru has discovered a magical word that can transform him and anyone else into whatever Kiki demands.

Determined to keep her subjects from fighting, the Ruler of Oz, Princess Ozma, along with her dearest friend, Princess Dorothy Gale (formerly of Kansas), embarks on a quest to restore peace.